Abstract. This papers extends in three ways our previous work about efficient operations on Multi-valued Decision Diagrams (MDD) for building Constraint Programming models. First, we improve the existing methods for transforming a set of tuples, Global Cut Seeds or sequences of tuples into MDDs. Then, we present in-place algorithms for adding and deleting tuples from an MDD. Finally, we describe an incremental version of an algorithm which reduces an MDD. We show on a real-life application that in-place operations on MDDs combined with this incremental algorithm outperform classical operations. Furthermore, we give some experimental results showing that the creation algorithms we propose strongly improve upon existing ones.
Introduction
Table constraints are useful constraints for modeling and solving many real-world problems. They are explicitly defined by the set of elements of the Cartesian product of the variables, also called tuples, that are allowed. The complexity of arc consistency algorithm associated with table constraints mainly depends on the number of involved tuples. Thus, Cheng and Yap proposed to compress the tuple set of the constraint by using Multi-valued Decision Diagrams (MDD) leading to MDD-based constraints. They designed mddc, one of the first filtering algorithms establishing arc consistency for them [8, 7] . Recently, we have presented MDD-4R, a new algorithm which improves mddc [17] . MDD-4R proceeds like GAC-4R (an efficient arc consistency algorithm for table constraints) and, unlike mddc, maintains the MDD during the search for a solution. MDD-4R outperforms table constraints when the compression is effective.
MDDs can also be directly used to express complex constraints that cannot be represented by Table constraints because the number of tuples would be exponential. We have introduced efficient algorithms for creating and reducing an MDD and some powerful algorithms for combining MDDs [18] . Thanks to these new algorithms, some experiments based on real-life applications have shown that the MDD approach becomes competitive with ad-hoc approaches like the filtering algorithms associated with the regular or the knapsack constraints. More precisely we have shown that modeling a complex problem by a succession of operations between MDDs may be a competitive approach with the design of a complex ad-hoc algorithm.
In this paper, we extends our work by showing that MDDs can also be used to efficiently implement partially compressed table constraints like the ones defined by Global Cut Seeds (GCS) or tuple sequences and by proposing some in-place algorithms for combining MDDs in order to avoid using intermediate MDDs, and by introducing an incremental reduction algorithm. Table constraints can be specified either directly, by input from the user, or indirectly by synthesizing other constraints or subproblems [15, 14] . They have been reinforced in order to deal either from tuple sets or from sequences of tuples [10, 12, 19] . This has two advantages: it improves their expressiveness and it reduces the number of tuples that are explicitly used and so decreases the practical complexity of the filtering algorithms because they mainly depends on that number.
GCSs and tuple sequences are partial compression of table constraints. This compression can be improved by transforming tables defined by GCS or tuple sequences into MDDs. In the first part of this paper we propose such transformations and we show that the obtained MDDs always uses less space than a set of GCS or tuple sequence for representing the same table. We will also present the first linear algorithm for building an MDD from a list of tuples.
Next, we consider in-place deletion and addition operations, that is operations that do not create a new MDD. Instead they directly modify the current MDD. In-place operations have three advantages: it avoids some memory consumption, it decreases the computation time, and it allows the design of more efficient reduction algorithms because they can be incremental. In this part, we show that the addition and the deletion of one tuple from an MDD can be efficiently done by using the method which consists of isolating the path of the MDD corresponding to the tuple in case of deletion and to the common prefix of the tuple in case of addition. These operations make addition/deletion operations easier on MDDs. Then, we generalize the algorithm for the addition/deletion of a set of tuples.
After each modification of an MDD the reduction operation must be applied and since the deletion or the addition of tuples may modify only a few nodes, we introduce IPREDUCE an incremental version of the reduction operation which allows us to reduce the complexity of the pair of operations formed by the modification and the reduction.
Before concluding, we present some experiments on a real life application showing some strong improvements brought by our algorithms notably compared to the ones previously proposed. We also empirically establish the advantages of the new creation algorithms we propose.
Background
MDD. Multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) is a data structure for representing discrete functions. It is a multiple-valued extension of BDDs [6] . An MDD, as used in CP [1, 13, 14, 3, 11] , is a rooted directed acyclic graph (DAG) used to represent some multivalued function f : {0...d − 1} r → {true, false}, based on a given integer d. Given the r input variables, the DAG representation is designed to contain r layers of nodes, such that each variable is represented at a specific layer of the graph. Each node on a given layer has at most d outgoing arcs to nodes in the next layer of the graph (i.e. one per value). We will denote by L[i] the nodes in layer i and by ω + (x) the set of outgoing arcs of the node x. Each arc is labeled by its corresponding value. The final layer is represented by the true terminal node (the false terminal node is typically omitted). There is an equivalence between f (v 1 , ..., v r ) = true and the existence of a path from the root node to the true terminal node whose arcs are labeled v 1 , ..., v r . Nodes without any outgoing arc or without any incoming arc are removed.
MDD constraint. In an MDD constraint, the MDD models the set of tuples satisfying the constraint, such that every path from the root to the true terminal node corresponds to an allowed tuple. Each variable of the MDD corresponds to a variable of the constraint. An arc associated with an MDD variable corresponds to a value of the corresponding variable of the constraint. Fig. 1 gives the MDD representing the tuples {a,a}, {a,b}, {c,a}, {c,b} and {c,c}. For each tuple, there is a path from the root node (node 0) to the terminal node (node tt) which is labeled by the tuple values. MDD reduction. The reduction of an MDD is one of the most important operations. It consists of merging equivalent nodes, i.e. nodes having the same set of outgoing neighbors associated with the same labels. Usually, a reduction algorithm merges nodes until there is no more equivalent nodes. Most of the time, only reduced MDDs are considered mainly because they are smaller. Fig. 5 exhibits an MDD having two equivalent nodes: b and e. These nodes will be merged by the reduction operation. Note that the reduction operation cannot increase the number of nodes or arcs. Recently, a new reduction algorithm with a linear space and time complexity has been proposed [18] .
For convenience, we will denote by d the maximum number of values in the domain of a variable; and by (x, v, y) an arc from x to y labeled by v.
Transformations
In this section, we improve existing algorithms for building MDDs from tuple sets and we introduce new algorithms for building MDDs from compressed tuple sets.
From trie to MDD
A trie is a data structure used by Gent et al. for compressing tuple sets [12] . Each path from the root to a leaf represents an allowed tuple. A trie representing a set of T tuples will have |T | leaves. Each variable corresponds to a layer of the trie. A node has a maximum of d children, where d is the size of the domain of the corresponding variable of the node. An example of trie is given in Fig. 1 . A trie can be transformed into an MDD by merging all the leaves into the terminal node tt and by applying the reduction operation [7] .
From table to MDD
A table is a data structure where each row represents a tuple and where each column corresponds to a value of a variable.
Cheng and Yap build an MDD from a table by defining a trie. Tuples are successively added to the trie. First, a common node is created: the root of the trie. Then paths starting from the root are created. The rooted subpaths common to several tuples are merged together in order to be represented only once. Afterwards, all the leaves are merged and the MDD is reduced. The drawback of this approach is the addition of a tuple, because we need to compute the common subpath of the tuple and the MDD. This operation can be performed in linear time only if we have d entries per node, so we increase the space complexity. Alternatively, we can keep a linear space complexity if we accept to increase the time complexity.
We propose a simple method with a linear time and space complexity: we lexicographically sort the table and we build the trie from the sorted table. Here is an example :   table  sorted table  trie This can be done efficiently because all tuples are consecutive and so there is no need to search for any position for a tuple: the last one is always the correct one. So we do not need the random access to children and this step can be achieved in linear time. In addition, the sort can be performed in linear time because a tuple can be viewed as numbers having r digits where a digit can take on up to d values. Thus we can sort a table containing t tuples in O(r(t + d)) by using a radix sort, which is linear in its size. Since, the merge of the leaves and the reduction can be performed in linear time, we obtain a linear time algorithm.
From GCS and Tuple Sequence to MDD.
Compressed tuples improve the expressiveness of table constraints and reduce the complexity of the filtering algorithms. Therefore, it is interesting to represent them by MDDs in order to reinforce the compression.
A GCS (Global Cut Seed), is a compact representation of a tuple set [10] . A GCS is defined by a set of value sets: {{v 1,1 , v 1,2 , ..., v 1,k1 }, ..., {v n,1 , v n,2 , ..., v n,kn }}, where each value set corresponds to a variable. The Cartesian product of these sets defines the represented tuples. For instance, given D ={1,2,3,4}, the GCS c = {D, D, D, D} represents the tuple set { {1,1,1,1}, {1,1,1,2},..., {4,4,4,3}, {4,4,4,4}}. One GCS may represent an exponential number of tuples. However all the tuples cannot be compressed by only one GCS. Two tuples can be represented by the same GCS if they have a Hamming distance equals to 1. For instance, the tuples {1,1,1} and {1,1,2} may be compressed into {1,1,{1,2}}. By contrast the tuples {1,1,1} and {1,2,2} have an Hamming distance equals to 2 and so cannot be represented by only one GCS. So, the compression of a table by a set of GCSs may require a huge number of GCSs. In order to remedy this problem, tuple sequences have been introduced [19] . They generalize GCSs.
A tuple sequence encapsulates a GCS and two tuples: t min a minimum tuple, and t max a maximum tuple. It bounds the lexicographic enumeration of the tuples of the GCS by these two tuples. For instance, let D = {1, 2, 3, 4} then the tuple sequence s = {{D, D, D, D}, {1, 2, 2, 2}, {3, 1, 3, 2}} represents the tuple set {{1,2,2,2}, {1,2,2,3}, ..., {3,1,3,1}, {3,1,3,2}}.
Since a tuple sequence is a generalization of a GCS, a method transforming a tuple sequence into an MDD could also be used for transforming a GCS into an MDD.
First, we propose an algorithm for representing one tuple sequence by an MDD. Then, we will show how we can deal with several tuple sequences. Let s = (g, t min , t max ) be a tuple sequence. For transforming s into an MDD we introduce special nodes: wild card nodes. There is at most one wild card node per layer i which is denoted by w The MDD representing s is built in three steps: Now, suppose that we have a set of tuple sequences. We can consider successively each tuple sequence and build for each sequence an MDD with the previous algorithm. Then, there are two possibilities. Either the tuple sequences are disjoint or not. The former case arises frequently (for instance when the tuple sequences represent a set of forbidden tuples). We just have to make the union of MDDs. This can be easily done because they are disjoint. The resulting MDD has a space complexity equivalent to the set of tuple sequences and we have:
Property 1 A set of disjoint tuple sequences can be represented by an MDD having an equivalent space complexity.
The latter case is more complex. A set of disjoint tuple sequences may be computed from a set of non disjoint tuple sequences and each disjoint tuple sequence can be represented by an MDD. Nevertheless, it may create an exponential number of tuple sequences [19] so an exponential number of MDDs.
Addition and Deletions of tuples from an MDD
In this section, we define in-place algorithms for the addition/deletion of tuples from an MDD. Some work have been carried out for performing operations on BDDs. For instance, Bryant define some algorithms for applying different operators [6, 5] . However, the described algorithms are not in-place (i.e. there is the creation of a resulting BDD) and it is not easy to generalize some algorithms designed for BDDs to MDDs mainly because some Booleans rules are no longer true when we have d values in the domain and because the complexity of some algorithms is multiplied by O(d) when dealing with d values. Some generic algorithms have been proposed for applying operators on MDDs [2, 18] , but they are not in-place. An in-place algorithm has been given by Ciré and Hooker [9] but it only deal with partial assignments and has no incremental reduction.
Deletion of tuples from an MDD
First, we give an algorithm for deleting one tuple from an MDD. Then, we generalize it for a set of tuples. The deletion of a tuple τ from an MDD is based on an operation named path isolation, which is a kind of local decompression. The idea is to build a specific path whose arcs are labeled by the values of τ . Furthermore, arcs equivalent to the ones of the isolated path are deleted from the MDD. After the isolation process, the MDD is reduced. Let τ [i] be the value for the variable x[i]. The isolation is performed in 3 steps:
Step 1. We identify a 1 = (root, τ [1] , n 1 ) the arc of the first layer labeled by τ [1] the first value of the tuple. We create the node ne 1 , the arc (root, τ [1] , ne 1 ) and we delete the arc a 1 . We set x mdd (a node of the MDD) to n 1 and x path (an isolated node) to ne 1 .
Step 2. For each layer i from 2 to r − 1 we repeat the following operation. We identify a i = (x mdd , τ [i], n i+1 ) the outgoing arc from x mdd labeled with τ [i]. We create the node ne i+1 and the arc (x path , τ [i], ne i+1 ). For each arc (x mdd , w, y) such that w = τ [i] we create the arc (x path , w, y). We set x mdd to n i+1 and x path to ne i+1 .
Step 3. For each arc (x mdd , w, tt) such that w = τ [r] we create the arc (x path , w, tt).
If at any moment we cannot identify an arc then it means that τ does not belong to the MDD. Fig. 3 shows the application of this algorithm. The complexity of the deletion of a tuple is bounded by O(rd) because for each isolated node we need to recreate its arcs. However, in practice it is often close to O(d).
Deletion of a set of tuples. We propose a better method than repeating the previous algorithm for each tuple. We transform the set of tuples into an MDD and we subtract this new MDD from the initial one by following the same steps of the previous algorithm. We isolate nodes having a common path in both MDDs, then we remove the common arcs to the isolated nodes of the second last layer. At last, we call the incremental reduction algorithm. 
Addition of tuples to an MDD
The addition of tuples into MDD follows the same principles as for the deletion. In this case, the isolated path contains arcs labeled by the values of the tuple that must be added. It is performed by applying the same steps as for the deletion.
First, we consider the addition of one tuple τ . The two first steps are very similar to the ones of the deletion. Excepted that at a point, there will be no more path in the MDD having the same subpath as τ . Otherwise, it would mean that τ is already in the MDD. Thus, at a certain moment we will not be able to identify any arc (x mdd , τ [i], n i+1 ) as in step 2 in the deletion algorithm. When this case arises we can stop step 2 and directly create the path from the current isolated node to the terminal node. This path will be labeled by the values of τ for the remaining layers.
Step 3 can be skipped. At last, we call the incremental reduction algorithm. The complexity of the addition of a tuple is in O(rd) because for each isolated node we need to recreate its arcs.
Addition of a set of tuples. Let mdd 1 be the initial MDD. We transform the set of tuples into an MDD, named mdd 2 . We add mdd 2 to mdd 1 by following the same steps as for the previous algorithm. We isolate nodes having a common path in both MDDs. When an arc belongs to mdd 2 , we create an isolated node and we create an arc from the current isolated node to it. When an arc belongs only to mdd 1 , we create an arc from the current isolated node to the node in mdd 1 . Fig. 5 shows the effect of the addition of the tuple {1,2,1} in the MDD given in Fig. 4 . We can see the usefulness of the path isolation for avoiding the addition of the tuples {1,{0,1,3},1}. The right MDD shows the impact of the reduction on the MDD: nodes e and b are merged because they have the same outgoing arcs. It is difficult to bound the complexity of the addition of T tuples, because the MDD created from them may compress the information.
Algorithm 1 is a possible implementation of the in-place deletion and addition operations.
Incremental Reduction
A reduction step is needed after the deletion/addition of tuples. Using a generic algorithm is costly because it will traverse all the nodes of the MDD and merge the equivalent ones. Since we consider that we add/delete tuples from an MDD which is reduced we can save some computations for the reduction applied after the operation. Only certain nodes have to be considered: Property 2 After the application of an in-place operator, if two nodes are merged then one of these nodes must be an isolated node.
proof: Two nodes are merged if and only if they have the same set of outgoing neighbors associated with the same labels. Before the operation the MDD is reduced, so no two pairs of nodes can be merged. By induction from the terminal node to the root we prove the property: it is obvious for two nodes of the last layer. Then, from the definition of the path isolation, if a merge exists then it necessarily involved an isolated node because it was not possible to merge nodes of the MDD existing before the operation.
Thus, we can easily adapt PREDUCE algorithm [18] by rejecting a pack of nodes if it does not involve any isolated node. In addition, it is easy to identify isolated nodes because they belong to the list L of the in-place algorithms. The advantage of this approach is that the reduction step does not increase the complexity of the addition or deletion operations. This new algorithm is named IPREDUCE.
Algorithm 1:
In-place Deletion and Addition Algorithms DELETION(L, mdd1, mdd2)
else ADDARCANDNODE(L, 1, root(mdd1), v, nil, y2)
CREATEARC(x, v, y)
Experiments
The algorithms have been developed on top of or-tools 3158, a constraint programming solver developed by Google. The experiments have been executed on a MacBook Pro (Intel Core I7, 2.3GHz, 8GB memory).
Real life application. We consider the problem given in [16] which deals with Markov Sequence Generations on corpus having more than 10,000 words. The goal is to generate phrases having 24 words where all successions of 4 words come from the corpus and where there is no sequence of more than 8 words coming from the corpus. This problem can be modeled by using MDDs expressing sequences of words [18] . In this problem, twice a deletion followed by a reduction of the MDD are made. The results are given in the table below. Times are expressed in seconds. In the "Classic" columns, the algorithms given in [18] are used whereas the algorithm proposed in this paper are used in the "In-place" columns. These results clearly show the advantage of using the new algorithms. Using in-place algorithms instead of building intermediate MDDs reduces the memory consumption of the resolution of the whole problem from 52GB to 32GB.
Classic
In-place deletion reduction total deletion reduction total First Operation 2 1.7 3.7 1.3 0.9 2.2 Second Operation 23.9 14.6 38.5 1.5 6.3 7.8
Operations and Reduction We propose to compare the performance of the classical and the in-place algorithms and the performance of the classical and the incremental reduction algorithms. We use random instances obtained from the real life instances. The first number corresponds to the number of the tuples represented by the MDD whereas the second number is the number of tuples that are removed from the MDD. Table 1 gives the results we obtain. Our algorithms clearly improve the previous ones. We also proposes a table summarizing the advantages of the different algorithms. We add results for the BDD and MDD packages proposed in [20, 4] (See column Bryant). "P&R15" represents the results we previously obtained and "in-place" column corresponds to the new algorithms. These experiments show that it is always better to sort the table and use our creation algorithm.
On the other hand, we tested both algorithms on random instances. We have tested instances having 22 variables, 1,000 tuples and we increased the domain size. The results given in Fig. 6 show that the domain size does not influence the creation time. We can see that even if we increase the number of tuples or the number of variables, our creation algorithm outperforms the existing one. We have also tested instances for all the combinations with domain size in the set {2, 4, 8, 12, 20, 25, 30 , 45, 60}, arity in the set {6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 25, 30} and number of tuples in the set{30, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500, 15000, 17500, 20000, 24000, 28000, 30000}. For all these cases, our method was better. 
